Repressive adaptive style and self-reported psychological functioning in adolescent cancer survivors.
Low levels of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS), and psychosocial distress have been reported in pediatric cancer survivors. One explanation is the relatively high prevalence of the repressive adaptive style (low distress, high restraint) in this population. We investigated the relationship between this adaptive style and PTSD, PTSS, and psychosocial functioning in 29 adolescent cancer survivors (12 through 18 years). Adolescents categorized as repressors (n = 14) reported moderate/large effect size differences in PTSD, PTSS, and psychosocial distress (lower) as well as QOL (better) compared to non-repressors. Furthermore, repressors reported less PTSD and QOL variability. Thus, the repressive adaptive style, pronounced in this population, may obscure systematic and clinically meaningful adaptive style group differences across psychological measures.